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1934
 










outlines  his 
position
 on the 


















Bakke  decision 
despite  an ap-
pearance
 by President 
John Bunzel 
who spoke in favor
 of the California 
Supreme 
Court  ruling 
The 
vote





 one of several 
persons 
who  appeared before 
council
 to present 
views on the 
Bakke case. 
Also  speaking were 
Steve 
Faustina,  SJSU's 
affirmative
 
action officer, and 






also voted to 
designate  
Oct. 12 as the day 
for  students and 
faculty 
to
 render their 






armbands  will  be 
available
 in the A.S. 
office.  
Also passed













 an object 
of continued 
criticism  on campus, 
will be reviewed by a committee of 
academic 
department  deans, ac-
cording to Dr. John Hutzel, newly 
appointed acting foundation 
director. 
The foundation
 is the fiscal 
agent for most sponsored research 




Foundation  Director 
Ellen 
Weaver believes the foun-
dation is in better condition now than 
before she took over 
as head four 
years 
ago. 
"For four years I have 
tried to 
be open and candid," Weaver said. 
But on the part of some individuals, 
"there's an unwillingness to 
believe 
























that the review 
proposed by 
Academic 
Vice  President 
Hobert  
Burns is a good idea. 
"I think this 
is very ap-
propriate," 
Hutzel  said 
He said he hoped this will help 
facilitate communication between 
the foundation and faculty members 
and give a clearer




Weaver said her 
resignation this 
year from the foundation was a 
result of her desire
 to get back to 
teaching and research. Weaver Is an 
associate professor of biology. 
"The time to leave
 is when 
things are looking good," she said. 
In a letter written 
in
 1972 by 
History Prof. Peter Buzenski, the 
foundation was called 
unresponsive,  
Inefficient,




cloaked in secrecy. 
Headed by SJSU 
President John 
Bunzel, the 










Burns,  Director of 
Business  and Financial 












































lot  are 
his  friends. 
As they 


































































Brown  with 
a 
note of 





 to take 




 on his 
heel 
and 
went to the 
aid of a 
customer,  
directing 
her to an 





 other side of 
the 
lot. 
"Be sure you 
don't  block anyone 
else," he 
reminded  the driver as 
he 














each  other 
often 
carries  him 
away from 
his toll 
booth  to 
other
 
corners of his lot 
to direct traffic. 
"I 
try to make




can  get in and 
out 
any time 
they  want 
to," he ex-
plained. 
"I'm here to 





And  take care 
of









have  the 
money 
to
















with  50 





Street parking attendant 
Cecil  
Brown  offers to 
do more for 
his  Customers
 than
 taking their 
money 







































































































smile  he 















 in the 
lot next door once 




"This  is 







 of the 
lot 


















has  been 
a regular






















































 was a 




 a I2 -year 
stint  there, he 
moved to two
 other jobs 
before 
coming to San Jose 
Brown says 
he
 intends to 
retire  
in May if nothing happens







remarked. "She has been a parking 
lot widow since t949." 
Although
 plans fee 
development  
on his lot will not affect
 his job, he 
still bristles at the 
resulting  loss of 
parking  
"I think they're crazy." 
he 
fumed "This may get me in trouble 
with (Councilman Joe)
 Coll- llind 
Mayor Janey Gray ) Hayes, hut 
where are the students going to 
park" 
"The head of the school
 should 
do something to 
build a nice garage 
for students
 to park." he added 
"San Jose 




supporters  to 
participate
 in a 
debate with 
Bakke  opponents on Oct 
5. 
Oct. 12 is the day 
the Bakke case 
is scheduled to 
go
 before the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 
Allan Bakke, a 
white 
applicant  to the University of 
Califonia
 at Davis Medical 
School,
 
charged  he was 
discriminated  
against in favor 
of a minority ad-
missions 
program.  The 
California  
Supreme  Court upheld





 "for a university
 to allocate a 
specific 
number  of places 
for certain 
minority 
applicants  who are 
granted  
preference because
 of their race? 
"When  we start 
substituting 
groups for 
individuals,  we are in-
deed moving down 
a very slippery 
slope. 
We










 were the 
best
 way to 
bring about 






 than race is a 
test 
of 
disadvantage,"  he 
said.  "It's 


















 U.C. Board of 
Regents. 
The regents "didn't 
put up an 
adequate defense," he said, because 
regent
 Catherine Hearst "is going to 
get back at minorities." The reason 
for that, Faustina explained,  is 
Hearst and her husband Randolph 
had to finance a food program for 
the poor to assure the release of 
their kidnaped daughter Patty. 
Bakke, he said, is only trying to 
"further his self-interest." 
"He's not concerned with the 
rights of white persons," Faustina 
said. "He's concerned with 
becoming




Association should be on trial. God 
knows we need more 
doctors  of all 
races
 and both sexes." 
Scott also criticized the regents 
and defended the quota system. 
"The U.C. regents are opposed 
to affirmative action," he said. 
"They want to lose this case. 
They're not putting up the defense 
they can." 
Minority
 admissions programs 
must be defended, Scott said, 
because "they do achieve some 
equality" and opponents 
"offer  
nothing to 


















Bert  Lance resigned 
yesterday,  and President
 Carter 
solemnly 
accepted  what he said was 
the  voluntary verdict of an innocent
 
man. Carter said he 
knows Lance 
like a brother, and
 remains con-
vinced
 of his integrity and ability. 
"I accept Bert's 
resignation  
with the greatest sense of 
regret  and 
sorrow," the 
President told a 
nationally televised news con-
ference. "He's a good man."  
Carter said 
Lance  quits the 
government
 having cleared his good' 
name and reputation. Through
 more 
than 30 minutes of questioning, the 
President insisted that 
no 
wrongdoing has been proven






private financial affairs. 
The President said 
he did not 
prompt the resignation, but 
agreed 
with what he called "a courageous 
and patriotic 
gesture." He said 
Lance acted to spare the White 
House  further controversy. 
Carter acknowledged that 
what 
already has 
happened  stirred doubts 
among the American people. 
Carter 
indicated
 that Lance 
aides at the





 will carry on 
for the 
present. He said 




A fellow Georgian, 
lames 
McIntyre, 
36,  who has been Lance's
 
deputy,  likely will 
succeed  him, at 
least 
temporarily
 as acting 
director.  
The President 
added  that he and 
Lance 
have






 role, he said, "I 
don't  
think that 
there's  any way anyone 
would  replace 
him..." 
His face taut and grim. Carter 
read Lance's letter 
of resignation, 
then a 
statement  of his own, praising 





 The strain 
showed in his face.




Lance told him 
Tuesday that
 he planned to quit the 
administration. 
The President said 




delayed the news 
conference by two hours so that 
Lance could draft his letter of 
resignation with the counsel of at-
torney Clark Clifford, said he 
believes the budget director suc-
ceeded in clearing his name before 
stepping aside. 
Carter 
began  the news con-
ference by reading the letter of 
resignation in which Lance 
said that 
he believes his name and reputation 
have been cleared. Lance also wrote 
that he thinks he can
 continue to 
serve 
effectively  as budget director. 
But because of 
the controversy 
over his private
 banking practices 
and personal 
finances,  Lance said, 
"I 
have decided to 
submit  my 
resignation.
 I desire to return to my 





Today is the last 
day  students 




 the add -drop period was 
extended an additional day 
The add -drop center, located in 
the south wing of the library, will be 
open from 9 
a.m. to 7 p.m.
 
The 
extra day was 
added 
because Labor Day was included as  
an add -drop 
day. 
Students should be prepared for
 
a wait, according
 to registration 
officials, and 
would be wise to allot 
plenty




















Over the years I have debated 
on many different occasions on 
many different subjects
 in many 
parts of the country -but only in 
response to an invitation 
and never 
to a contumelious demand. I see 
no reason to change that policy now 
to satisfy a handful of noisy students 
who claim to be a revolutionary 
brigade and think that chaining and 
locking the front doors of Tower Hall 
is the way to engage in revolutionary 
behavior. 
Lenin wouldn't give them the 
*tree 
of day 
And nowhere is it writen that I 
am obliged to indulge the uncivil 
behavior of those 
who  have a limited 
tolerance 























over  his 
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 "Bunzel, RSB" 
( Sept. 19) said the RSB deserves a 
meeting with Bunzel to 
discuss his 
position on 
the  Bakke case. 
The group met with 
Bunzel  last 
semester and got 
a lot of press  
coverage for 
their efforts. The 
situation
 has not changed 
since  then. 
The
 RSB has nothing new 
to say and 
neither has the 
president.  
I think Bunzel is justified in 
refusing to meet with a group that 
does nothing but spout warmed-over 
revolutionary cliches from the '80s. 
Bunzel may behave like a tyrant, but 

















































nography  will 
bring  about 
equality  
for 
women.  The 




 not date 
from








 It reaches back




 this country 
dedicated to 
"the  right to life, liberty 
and the 
pursuit
 of happiness.. .with 
liberty and
 justice for 
all." 
Propertied
 males only, not 
women, 
were 
given the power 
of the ballot. 
Though  women 
were  finally, 150 
years
 later, granted the right
 to 
vote,  the 
men's monopoly
 of power 
has 
persisted. 
The  women's  
movement  of 













power pass the 
legislation that relegates
 women to 
second-class positions. Legislation 
such as the Hyde 
amendment 
( denying federal aid for abortions 
unless the pregnancy will be harm 




restricts women from making 
choices concerning their own bodies 
and lives. Mr. Ingold.
 the abortion 
issue is hardly
 a minority issue -it 
concerns 53 percent of our country's 
population.







 to achieve equality 
more  rapidly, 
women needed 
representation
 in the decision 
making
 process. NWPC supplies
 
money, 
votes, workers and overall 





issues. Women are now
 increasingly 
being 
appointed  and elected to 
office 
which will ultimately mean 
re-
ordered priorities, re 
channeled  
funds
 and a new voice in decision. 
making for half 









preciated Russell Ingold's article on 
feminism and the -.playboy 






of men's consciousness. And I agree 
that the "sexuality" and 
"philosophy" offered by these so-
called men magazines is plain dog -
consciousness. 
However  I take gentle 
exception  
to parts of Ingold's 
analysis. The 
theme of 
the article is that the 
women's  movement 
has "wan. 
dered" by 
failing "to meet the 
challenge









for  the use 
of
 men". 
I feel this mistakes the 
reasons  
for which people 
organize.  People 
become active and fight back 
in 
areas where they
 most directly 
experience oppression. That is why 
we see women 
working
 to provide 
shelters for battered women, 
organizing  against the specter
 of 
rape, demanding reform 
of women's 
prisons
 and supporting abortion and
 
gay rights. 
The article -argues that abortion 
and gay rights are 
more
 associated 
with minority rights of fetuses and 
gays) than women's. Abortion is not 
a pleasing choice for anyone in 
volved. But let's remember that
 
women  are given the responsibility 
for contraception I by male -
dominated research 
I 
in all but one 
method. Most involve considerable
 
risk and discomfort.
 Failures are 
common. At 
that point, to control 
her  life, a woman has to 
have  
abortion 
available  as one 
choice.  
Similarily a woman's 
choice  to 
relatc to 
other  women 
must
 be 



























movies  calls 





























Rape) and some 
men on the 
political
 
left,  there has 
been  little 
organized
 
work  by 
males  towards 
improving 
female male relations. 
Men,  49 
percent  of 
the 
population,  have 
work to do to 
stop 
the hassling 




opportunities,  and all 
other 
crude, 
selfish  and 
ignorant
 in-















EDITOR'S NOTE: This 
lathe
 last of 
four guest opinions discussing the 
parking situation 




importance  of 
this issue to members of 
the 
university
 community, the Spartan 
Daily asked 
SJS1
 President John 
Bunzel, San Jose
 Mayor Janet Gray 
Hayes,
 A.S. President Steve Wright 
and Joan 
Corsiglia of the Campus 
Community  Association to submit 
their views. 
By  Joan ('orsIglia  
The
 Campus Community 
Association )CCA) welcomes this 
opportunity to 
explain  our position 
on the proposed preferential parking 
plan. We are 
a neighborhood 
organization made up of 140 
households and renters in the 
neighborhood around SJSU. 
We are not a new organization 
that 
has  taken a sudden interest in 
SJSU's parking problem. For six 
years we have been working toward 
and have been committed to the 
preservation and the improvement 
of our neighborhood. A large 
number of us are alumni, faculty, 
staff and students of SJSU and our 
Identification with the university is 
strong. We believe that what 
benefits the 
neighborhood also 
benefits the university. 
CCA has been 
instrumental  in 
controlling the proliferation of 
"board and 
care" homes around 
campus. We have worked with the 
city on the general plan to 
improve 
zoning in the 
campus  area. Also, 
we've obtained mortgage loans for 
the campus area from the Bank of 
America, as well as home im. 
provement loans. Additionally, we 
are currently working on a plan that 
will make it financially attractive 
for absentee
 landlords to improve 
their property, thereby relieving 
some of the housing crunch for 
students. The record is clear. The 
CCA has been active, visible and  
successful in reversing the 
deterioration of the neighborhood. 
Contrast this with the history of 
neglect from SJSU administration. 
The CCA began
 to be hopeful 
that it could 
enter  into a long -sought 
cooperative effort 
with SJSU in 1975 
when Stephanie Dean. then the A.S. 
treasurer, formed the Campus 
Community Task Force. 
The Associated
 Students have a 
long history of concern for 
the 
campus neighborhood.
 It seemed to 
be a 





task force in the second 
year.  Un 
fortunately, it 













Corsiglia  is 
writing  on 
behalf
 




Many CCA members have 
participated
 in the task force the last 
three years. We hoped
 that one of 
our major problems with the 
'university, parking and traffic, 
could be addressed by this
 joint 
university
-community task force. 
The particular
 events that detail the 
lack of responsibility shown by the 
university
 administration are too 
lengthy to detail here. 
But CCA has 
provided  the 
Spartan Daily 
with documentation 
to prove that: 
University 
administration  at. 
tendance on 








minimal and often 
nonexistent.  
Though task force 
represen-
tatives and City Manager Ted 




mendations, he never did. 
The history 
speal  s for itself. 
The CCA 






















CCA,  and 
was  passed 
by the city 
council
 because 
all of our 
other 
options 
had  been exhausted. 
Don't residents of the campus 
neighborhood have a 
right to protect 
their neighborhood from turning into 
a slum? Shouldn't 
protection from 
this fate be willingly extended by the 
university since SJSU is the
 public 
institution that is generating the 
problem? Though SJSU has had 
years to make plans for the closure 
of the Fourth Street lots, it has not 
done so. Shouldn't residents con. 
dude that SJSU has not operated in 
good faith and probably will not do 
so in the near future? SJSU 
points  









We are told repeatedly 
that  SJSU is 
the only campus that has more. than 
one garage. So what? Whatever the 
number of garages, SJSU has dealt 
Inadequately with its parking 
problem. 
SJSU parking has been imposed 
upon the neighborhood for two 
decades. The 
impending  closure of 
the Fourth Street lots will put 850 to 
1,000 additional cars in our neigh-
borhood. Students may believe Dr. 
Bunzel when
 he claims that he is 
taking the city to court in order to 
protect students' constitutional 
rights. 
As residents, however, we 
believe 
that
 Dr. Bunzel is 
challenging the city in order to 
preserve the 
neighborabd  as a free 




 at the 
June  28 city council 
meeting when 
the




publicly  to 
the 
city council that 
the university 
would  compromise
 with a 
half -day 
permit parking 
system.  He ex. 
plained that 
if the hours 
of en-
forcement did not








the ordinance. When 
questioned on 
this, Dr. 
Bunzel  explained that 
the 
university could 
accommodate  the 
on -street parking that 
currently 
exists in 
the neighborhood in the 
afternoon. He stated 
that  the 




 hours. so the 




Obviously,  Dr. Bunzel 
expects 
residents 
to "live with" 
excessive  
SJSU parking in the 
morning, in the 
afternoon and 
in
 the evening. 
To pass the responsibility for 
SJSU  parking on to the neigh-
borhood is the most unfair and 
destructive
 solution. It is unfair to 
commuting students who will have 
to walk in from 
1.280, Coyote Creek 
or from far north of Santa Clara 
Street. It is obviously destructive to 
the neighborhood 
itself,



































































































































 it can  
take 




























































 if the 
city 
would  




Please  note .that 
while  Dr. 
Bunzel was 
proposing  a compromise
 
halfday parking
 ban, he had not 
then and has not 




of the 850 to 
1,000 cars on the





would  have allowed 
those  cars to 
glut the neighborhood




have been able to 
accommodate  that 
much 
additional





 apparent to 
















 It is not









had  direct 
dialogue 
with  residents 










It was only 
in January 1977, 
when Mayor 
Janet  Gray Hayes 
insisted that Dr. Bunzel attend a 
meeting to discuss the impending 
crisis, that he finally surfaced. 
The  
mayor invited residents to attend 
that meeting. We hoped that it would 
provide us with an opportunity to 
impress upon Dr. Bunzel the 
seriousness of the situation. He was 
aloof to residents and their con-
cerns, 
never  agreeing that there is a 
serious problem that will get worse. 
and never letting the 
university  
assume
 direct responsibility for any 
solutions. 




 Bunzel's efforts 
centered  on 
trying to make 
SJSU  parking the 
responsibility
 of some other 
agency.  
He has tried to pass 
responsiblity  on 
county transit,
























































































































Picture an aging 
Mandarin man in ancient
 Burma, 
she said In a whisper, 
talk
 to him and admire his 
magnificent 
well-fed  cat 
Gracefully  stroking the feline 
curves of the imaginary 
cat, the student captured
 the minds of her 
audience
 and 
took them on a 
fantasy trip to Burma 
through
 the ancient 
art of 
storytelling  
Sandy Lamm, an 
accounting major, is practicing
 her 
art  - creating a 
picture
 through words 






teaches  effective 
communication  for the 
teacher,
 for the Theater Arts




 said Addyse 




Lamm, whose fiance is 
studying to be a minister,
 said 
she took the class in 
order  to tell stories 
more  effectively 
to
 the children and 





and  married 
couples
 take the class











 the class learn
 how to 
manipulate  
speaking
 tone and 
eye  contact. 
Popping eyes, 
thoughtful  pauses, 
hand motions, 
shrugging 
shoulders,  and 




 TA 131 
















their  story telling 
abilities  in Theatre Arts 131,
 a class tuned in on hov;;O-cicBt 
out tales, 
emphasizing
 the use of overt gestures and verbal 
exaggeration.  
situation."
 She said that the students in the class, 
"can  be 
any age 
you  want them to be." 
Rudy Barraza admitted
 that it "embarrasses the hell 
out of me to 
get up in front of the class and tell
 a story." 
"These other students in the class seem so 
professional, when I get up there I'm going to feel like a 
hamburger," he said. 
Barraza added 
that
 he likes children, and that's why 
he took the class. 













When Woodward and Bernstein un-
covered Watergate, people began to 
question the credibility 
of not only the 
federal government, but also the local 
powers. 
At SJSU, New College is offering a 
four -unit course called "Methods in Our 
Muckraking," which might satisfy your 
thirst to find out what you're entitled to 
know, and maybe what is unnecessarily 
kept from you in the political actions of 
San Jose. 
The course will be a 
research  class 
which will apply social science and in-
vestigative research methods to con-
temporary topics in San Jose and Santa 
Clara County. 
"The class will involve different 
resource methods using public documents
 
and concentrating on community issues," 
Political Science Prof. Terry Christensen 
said, "It 
will  then be up to 
the class to 
choose  specifically 







French,  a reporter










 in "interview 
technique"  and the 
appearances of 
guest speakers
 such as 
Jessica
 Mitford, an 
author and 
former  
SJSU  staff 
member.  
Some of 
the  topics explored













done  is not  
intended
 to be 
abandoned 
when the class has 
concluded. 
Although











 really feel we 
have
 a good range 
of
 
students as far 
as having diversed 
backgrounds,"
 French said. 
French's 




she graduated in 1975, 
she 
received one of 10 
fellowships
 offered by 
the 




 Warren, now a top
 
environmental aide to 
President  Carter, 
and has been
 working for the 
Mercury
-
News for a year. 
Christensen. 32. 
is an expert in San 
Jose 
politics. He has been 
teaching at 
SJSU for seven 
years.
 Last year he took a 
sabbatical
 leave for eight 
months  to study 
urban
 politics and 
neighborhoods  similar 
to those of San Jose for 
comparison.  
There are 
seven students in 
the class 
and openings are available. 
For information 
call  New College at 
277-3291 
or Political Science at 277-3520. 
Course
 may cure TV 
addiction 
A class in Reading 
Assistance is being offered for the 
first time this 




 and help others Improve
 their reading 
level, according to Dr. Norma
 Spalding, head of the Drop -
In reading lab. 
TV hampers 
students' reading ability, Spalding
 said, 
because  the tube's 
pictured
 vividness and 
tempting  offer 
of relaxation
 robs them of otherwise
 free reading time. 
"Many students 
read
 only what they 
have to read, 
they 









 and critical readings,
 Spalding said. 
The
 course ( Ed. Int. 1961
 consists of two lecture
 hours 
and three 
lab hours per week, 
and offers three units 
of 
credit. 
The lab hours may be fulfilled individually at am 
time at the 
Drop -In reading lab which is open 9 a.m. to 40 
p.m., Monday
 through Thursdays, and 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on 
Fridays. 
The program, 
financed  by an innovative 
instructive  
state grant, was developed




Classes are offered 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
 at 
2:30  and 4 p.m., 
and
 Mondays and 
Wednesdays  at 4:30 
p.m. 
Approximately  15 tutors
 wcrkilig toward 
their 
teaching credentials 
will  be assisting in the class, Danre. 
Sanidad, Educational
 Opportunity 
Program  (EOP 
reading





will  present 
an open house from noon to 
3 p.m. today 
in the  OT 
Lounge, Old Science 
Building basement.
 
   
The Campus 
Crusade 
for Christ will meet at 7 








































year the optnrona tororsted 













lonnoIrsm ond Adele...no 
Subscrrpoons  orcepted 
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Semester 1. 50 OH 
,orepus 
er,c. 












A.S. Leisure Services 
is offering several non-
academic classes open to 
students, staff, faculty and 
their spouses. For more 
information,
 contact 
Leisure Services in the Old 
Cafeteria Building or call 
277-2973. 
   
The Intervarsity
 
Christian Fellowship will 
meet at 7 tonight at the 
Campus  Christian Center, 
10th and San Carlos streets. 
   
Jesse  Garcia will 
speak on the American 
Indian Movement Sunday 
at 7 p.m. for this week's 
Sunday Forum, put on by 
the Grace Baptist Church. 
   
The  Flying Twenty 
Club will meet Sunday at 1 
p.m. In Hanger 10. Reid-
Hillview Airport. 
   
The Shotokan 
Karate 
Club will meet for training 
on Wednesdays and 
Fridays from 
3:30 to 5 p.m 
and 

























 100 ni 11 15 am. 
MON & THURS CLASSES





















 at 6 
p.m. 
at
 the YWCA. 375 s 








Use the January break to 
broaden your
 horizons 












 Banff. Canada 




Medieval and Renaissance 
England
 




Registration deadlines ate 
natty this tall so call or 
writs 
for rnformatron now: 
Intetnatronel
























































beginning that attr arts, a middle that keeps the listener 
involved and a relaxing end. 




 his English. 
An actor, singer, and dancer from Great America 
Amusement Park said he 
is enrolled in the class because 
it's exciting performing by himself without the 
orchestra 
and $250,000 lights shining on him. 
One student who is in the Over -60's 
Program,  said this 
Storytelling class would have helped him to be a better We 
insurance salesman. As a salesman 
one must visualize 
and tell 
the client's life story and point out his insurance 







Bob Jenkins, assistant professor of Theater Arts. 
unashamedly said. 
"It's  fun and not especially difficult " 
Jenkins's goal is to prepare his students to teach ill 
elementary schools. He lets his  class tell stories
 to 
children in Horace Mann 
Elementary  School. 
Palagyi takes 
her  students out of school to or-
phanages, senior citizen centers and hospital wards. 
Not only do students tell stories there, but 
they  also 
may collect stories. Palagyi said that many times 
people  
in these institutions need someone to listen to them. 
Donamarie Reeds, assistant professor of theater arts. 
assigns stories such as fairytales, poems, biographies and 
original tales 









As if there aren't 
enough cars motoring 
about 
the campus, the 
driver education teacher 








Each semester the 
I R 






 be "student drivers" for 
its
 driver education 
teacher 
program.  
Applicants must speak 









to room III of 
the
 
Industrial  Studies Building
 
to
























332 E. Santa Clara 2934793 
AMPEX
 
Two for  
Stock -up 
Specials  
blank  tapes  
Ampex, the
 company that practically developed
 hi-fi tape
 recording, is 
known 
worldwide
 for the high 
quality
 of its recording tape. Now is the 
time 





while  you can get these special 
prices
 on 




Ampex 20 20 plus SERIES
 blank tape is the finest 
formulation from 
Ampex, 





biasing  is 
needed
 to 
get  superb  high 
fidelity recording. 












2  50 2 for 3.29 
C90 
cassette
 ( 90 -min.), reg 







2 for 5.99 
Deal is only good when buying 2 tapes --BIG SAVINGS 
THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE 
-from studio







 State University 












By Peter Zappel 
How 















around the world for 
so long? 
Easy. 
With plenty of 













 taken the back





 style and 
speed.  
But with sky-high
 gas prices, 
growing pollution awareness 
and 
increasingly limited parking, the 
moped ( pronounced mo-ped ) is 
gaining popularity fast in America. 
'1nterest in mopeds has 
picked 
up so much," said 
Dean  Lear, BMW 
Cycle Sales owner in San 
Jose, "that 
sales have doubled
























25,000  in 
1975  to 



































mopeds  on errands 
around 
town," he said,
 referring to 
himself 





moped,  invented 
before  the 
turn
 of the century, 
evolved directly 
from the bicycle
 and retains 
much  of 
the
 same 
simplicity  and 


























By Kirk Heinrichs 
When 
accidents  occur between 
bicyclists and motorists in San
 Jose, 
"the bicyclist is 
at fault at a 3-1 
ratio," 
according











negligence  or 
ignorance  of 
the  law, 
such as 
riding  on the wrong
 side of 
the 
road
 or running 
stop signs." 
Although 








 a half years, 
of the 329 
accidents
 reported,















upon  a 
roadway
 has
 all the 
rights 
and is 
subject  to 
all the 
duties  of the
 




























































 lane on 
the roadway
 that is 
restricted





signed  route 
on
 city streets
 that is 

















may  use the 
path. 





































































shall  ride 
a bike 
within



























riding  in a 







the  bike 
lane
 if one 
is available.
 
Whether  you're 
ecologically 
minded  or a physical
 fitness nut, or 
just trying 




 is a valid 
means of transportation
 and must be 
respected 
by the operator for 
the 





college students is 
not ignorance but 
negligence of 










 to even the 
smallest motorcycle,
 they are so 
tame that with 
feet planted firmly
 on 
the ground and brakes off 
and  the 
engine on full throttle,
 the moped 
won't budge. Federal law limits 
engine to a 30 mph power
 capability. 
When used as a regular alter-
native to automobile or public 
transporation, at an initial cost of 
$300 to $600, the moped can quickly 
pay for itself. 
Lear said the Vespa Oa,
 the 
brand he carries, gets about 150 
miles per 
gallon  and requires 
ridiculously little 
maintanence.  One 
brand, the Solex, boasts an 
im-
pressive
 200 miles per gallon. 
The Vespa Cia, 
according to 
Lear, comes with a nine month 
unlimited mileage warranty. "But 
nothing goes wrong with them," he 
said.  None that he has sold have 
been brought back for repairs and 
feedback from 















They're  kind 
of
 in a 
grey area."






with  the 
Deapartment















They can be 
parked in bike 
racks or wherever else bikes are 
permited but are allowed in bike 



















































































































































By Jan Greben 
As long-suffering bicycle en-
thusiasts 
know,  downtown San 
Jose's abundance of pollution and 




If the bicyclist is not inhaling
 a 
stream of 
exhaust  fumes, his 
tranquility will usually be shattered 
by an ear -piercing horn,  ac-
companied 
by a robust bark, "get 
the hell out of the way you moron!" 
If 
this  plight sounds familiar, 
then fret no more. 
Within five miles 
of SJSU is a 
bike path where, lo and behold, only 
bicyclists (and hikers)
 are allowed. 
If 
that is not incentive enough to visit 
it, the trail is also situated on a 
beautiful 
stretch
 of land. 
The Coyote Creek Bike Trail, 
located in huge Hellyer
 Park, 
stretches four
 miles. Dotted with 
dried-up creeks, and 
containing  
rugged landscaping. The path is 
reminiscent of Marlboro Country. 
Riding along
 the trail.  I kept 
expecting to get honked at (perhaps 
an off -beat
 form of Pavlovian 
conditioning I. Only after completing 
the first half  of the trip, in which I 
saw just one person, did I realize 
that 
I could truly relax, and 
strangely 
enough,
 enjoy my drive. 
Alone in the country, with 
just 
the steady
 rotation of the pedals to 
keep me company, my mind drifted 
far away from the everyday 
realities of 
school and other 
bothersome aspects of life. Instead, 
I began 
to
 drink in the craggy 
scenery
 about me. 
The path commences
 on a slight 
slope. To 
the left, or east side, 
is 





 cove used for
 rowing and 
fishing. The lake is home for a covey 
of about 20 ducks.
 
Circling around the 
lake, the 
trail bypasses
 some granite 
boulders and 
picturesque  hills. For 
the 
next
 two miles, the trail
 remains 
fairly level. The
 scenery is lush, with 
miniature waterfalls highlighting 
the view. 
For the 
naturalist,  many 
species 
of wild flowers
 and birdS 
were 
evident





















 a few oak





















 are a few 
cows



































gasp,  cars. 
To 































































 HELLYER PARK 
. 
































































Jackson is the first to admit that 
she will never 
be
 nominated as the 
woman athlete of the year.  
"I can
 hardly ride to the corner
 
store without  breathing









 reporter will also 
admit there are few established
 bike 
routes in the 
Central  Coast region. 
Nonetheless, this 1963 SJSU 
graduate,  and 
owner  of three 
bicycles, has
 written a book 
about 
just that 





swerved  around the 
corner narrowly missing the 
bicycling woman as she skidded toe 
halt, the dog, no longer nonchalant, 
hopped out and headed for 
home and 
safety. 
"Hey, that would 
have  made a 
great




as the departing car 
speeded down the 
narrow
 road. 
"The  things I have to 
do to write 
a book," 
Joan
 Jackson said in 
disgust
 as she walked carefully
 back 















 at four 
San Jose 
bookstores  


















crisis  and 
each 
Sunday  one

































































































































 and also 
what 
historic  points
 (at least 
two  or three 
per 







Alto.  Santa 











 to ride 
long 






















Her book may be available at 
the 
Spartan  Bookstore eventually, 
but for 
now if you want a copy try 
Walden's. Dalton's, Books Inc.. 
Bicycle City or the Emporium. 
Bike
 
riders  beware 
By
 Kutsi Yang 
Bike tours
 are fun. 
You can get as much 
sunshine  as you want. 
And  
all the 
exercises  that will 
benefit  your heart 
and  
strengthen
 your leg 
muscles. 
But don't let 
an unexpected 
accident  like a 
flat  









 when you 




 for a bike 
tour
 or decide 
to go on your 
own, 
throw
 in a 
portable
 tool set
 in your 
backpack.  
Learning to 
fix  and maintain 




aggravations  on 
your part. 
A set 
of screws and 



























have patches, cement and in-
structions.  
A tire iron 
is a small 
gadget to 





























case  you 
should  get 
stuck  with 





 are out 
on the trail
















The work is easier if the wheel is off 
the ground. 
You can get 





on the saddle and 
balance
 with the 
handlebar. 
Removing the front 























outset of the hub 
outward,









remove  the wheel,
 pull back the 
derailleur 
to 
free  the 
chain from
 being trapped in 
the gear. 
Next 
step  is 
to
 get 





-iron  to pry at 
the 
edge





 and progress around












 on the rim. 
TO 
reinstall
 the wheel,  Just




and  mount chain 










the quick -release by 
pushing




 for bikers. Always
 plan your 
route to 
encompass 
a major road so that 
in case of 
emergency




bike should always be in tip-top conditlion 
before you
 go on 
tour.  Most bike shops 


























her son is due 
out of the 
local 
hospital  the next
 day. 
He's




 company of 
well-meaning 
friends.  By 
chance, they meet. 
Thus begins a beautiful 
friendship that lasts one 
night. 
This is the story 
line of 
"Silent 
Night,  Lonely 
Night," a light drama in 




formance at the King Dodo 




theater,  one first notices 
how small it Is. But the 
size  
is deceiving. A theater in 
the round, the 
playhouse 
will hold 130 persons, and 
every seat is a good one. 
The stage itself is no 
larger than 12 by 15 feet. 
After all the props are 
arranged,  the area Is cut 
down considerably. 
This does not inhibit 
the actors, however. In 
fact, it even enhances
 the 
impact of the performance. 
It's 
almost
 sinful: one 
gets the feeling he's prying 
into someone's private life. 
rather than 
being  a distant 
observer 
as in most 
theaters. 
And in 
"Silent  Night" 
the hidden secrets of John 
and Katherine 
are  revealed  
in emotional vignettes 
ranging from sad
 to funny. 
Jaleen Holm is quite 
convincing as 
the lonely 
Katherine and J. Ivan 
Holm 1.1aleen's 
real life 






kes and John 
drinks  too 
much. And Katherine 
drinks too much and John 
chain-smokes. A perfect 
match. 
Director Addyse Lone-Pologyi,
 SJSU students (L to R) Norman 
Romwall,  
Mark Norville. Patric
 Taylor and Carol Zafren
 and Professor Howard 
Burman
 
record  four prizewinning plays for the -Harold
 Crain Award in 
Playwriting- 
competition  to be aired 















 the four 
prize 
winning  dramas from 
the first annual "Harold C. 
Crain 





more  than 
117 entries 
from  40 states. 
The  Crain 
Award  was 
the brainchild




of Theater at 
SJSU.  He 
established it 
in honor of 
Dr. 
















Department. may be heard 
every Saturday
 night at 10 
p.m. The series 
began  Sept. 






 580 on the AM 
dial.  
"Novelties 
 A Love 
Story,"






 17. It 
will be 








































































































































"Yeomen of the 
Guard," 
the  Gilbert and 
Sullivan 
musical
 will open 
at 8 p.m. tomorrow
 in the 
Montgomery
 Theater






























































Men's and Ladies Racing 















til  9, 
Sat.  
10 6 


















"Silent Night" is 
virtually a two
 man show. 
Katherine and John are 
onstage most of the time, 
and they talk 
and talk and 
talk. 
But It doesn't get 
boring. It gets Intriguing; it 
gets 
pathetic;
 it gets funny 




lighthearted one. His sole 
intent is to cheer up 
Katherine.
 Katherine is 
depressed, and she sees in 
John someone to talk to and 
light her cigarettes. 
But what does John 
have to hide? He is middle-
aged, over -sexed, 
lonely,
 
and, he says, a widower. 
Behind all that 
lightheartedness is a 
wretched  soul. 
Katherine's sadness is 
apparent -- her husband is 
fooling 
around.
 She has 
never fooled around. Not 
yet, anyway. 
The dialogue is 
brilliant, and delivery by 
the Holms 
is perfect. They 
work very well as a te am, 
which is 
probably  why they 
have done 130 shows 
together, all of which Mrs. 
Holm directed. 




near the end 
of the first act 
is crucial to the play, as it 






Here are the dreams of 
youth, the 
fresh start, the 
innocent fascination of new 
love and new life. 
But the oldsters are 
not  
envious;
 they are 
happy  for 
the 





















 is fair 
as the 
young  bride, but 
considering it's 
her first 













 stereotyped -- 
a young 
businessman






 by Sylvia 
Moffat,  
who does a good 












Kelly  does a 
terrific
 job on 
this vital, 
albeit small. 




 livens up 
the 
mood of the show 
entirely. 
As the 

















 find In 
each
 other 




 and the 
play  
ends on a 











































83 S. Second St. 
Largest
 selection 
ol bicycles in 
the Santa 
























































King Dodo Playhouse 
actors
 enterion you royally.
 Ivan 
Holm  
(left)  Goleen 
Holm(center) and Gerald Hutchinson will appear next Friday night in 
"Absence of a 
Cello."  
143-216 MPG 




 adjacent to 
streets 
Park in the 
hike  racks 
Register 







































































































*Zips  you to 
class  and 
library.,  
and is just a great 
way  to 
get 
around. 






See us today and
 let the 
motor-
ized 
bicycle  experts put 
you  on 
the 
smartest  road to riding 
plea-











By Russell Ingold 
At the 1980 
Olympic  Games at 













s personal  






 Molt she may
 now be 
ready 







opening  her mouth
 wide 
enough for a 
Jockin.the-Box  horn. 
burger
 
Oh, come on. What kind of a 
ridiculous joke is this? Sure, we've 
all heard of the imminent youth 
takeover,




 a little bit, but not 
much, according 
to
 9,191.l sophomore 
Kurt Wilcox. who 
witnessed the 
Kindergarten
 Conquest in person 






summer camp in 
Romania. That's the country, 
you 
may recall, 
which produced Nadia 
Comaneci, the 
15 -year -old 
phenomenon who may be quickly 
becoming,
 as Olga Korbut, just 
another 




that if you haven't made 
the 
national  team by the age
 of 15. 
you 
can't  make 
it at all." 
Wilcox didn't




 until she 
was  15, 
and is now 
a ripe old 18.
 She's a 
perfect 
candidate  for 


























Wilcox  had a photo taken of her with 
a smiling Nadia
 Comaneci, but the 
situation in Romania for
 the 15 -year 
old Olympic champion is anything 
but a pretty
 picture. Wilcox and 
63 other male 
and  female gymnasts 
from the U.S. and
 Canada were 
introduced to Comaneci on the final
 







 looks very 
unhappy right now," said Wilcox, an 
18yearold sophomore starting her 
second season 
at
 SJSU. "She is very 
anti -social, but I suppose that's 
because she's become so famous. 




perfect 10.0 scores to dominate the 





              
"All of us from 
the U.S. and 
Canada 
stood  in line to shake hands
 
with Nadia," Wilcox
 said. "She 
smiled when the picture
 was taken 
of us, but right 
after  that she let go 
of
 
my hand real fast. 
"She's very sensitive to 
criticism. She wasn't
 going to show 
up (as scheduled) at our 
camp at all 
because people at the previous
 camp 
had laughed at her 
and called her 
'fat.' She walked out 
of that camp 
because of that. 
"She




coaches told us 
she  was under a lot 
of mental stress, and that was 
mainly her problem." 
Wilcox was told that Comaneci 
has three personal 
coaches  to in-
struct her in addition to the 
Romanian team coach, and that the 
teenage star will automatically have 
a coaching job available 
whenever 
she chooses to retire. 
discover  that, 
in the U.S.,







could  be 
debatable.
 Wilcox

































































 at a very
 
early age,





 a stern 








procedures  and 
the girls'
 starting 

































can't  get 
hurt  as 
easily  as 
ours 




camp.  I 
learned 
from  the 
Romanian 
head coach





















































The Romanian system, as far as 
she could 




 program. The statefunded 





developed many of her 
gymnastic
 skills while at-
tending
 a youth
-dominated  camp in Romania lost 
summer. 
to 
a youngster who  could perform 
promising handstands 
and  flip flops 





 the child 
possesses  





 she and, oc-
casionally, he,is 


















and  small 
joints," the
 5 -foot -7 
Wilcox  said,
 "and! 
guess  they 
figure 
that 
if you have 
small legs 
you're 


















"They  don't 
like to pick
 ugly girls. 
I don't know 
why that is." 






 only thret 
conditions  which 





criterion are her 
































me,  it was 
really
 easy  














 is the vault, 
but 
she admits to 







plans  to attend the
 camp 
again next 
year,  if possible. 
There  
was
 a camp for young
 men, also, 
but  
it drew only 
six participants 
from  
the U.S. and 
Canada. 
"Once you make the 
team in a 
Communist
 country," she said, "you 
can stay on it until
 you want to retire 
and maybe become a coach. 
"The 
girls  in gymnastics are 
usually younger than the guys 
because it 
takes  a guy longer to build 
up enough strength to perfect six 
events ( the girls have four)." 
Could there be a 
12-  or 10 -year -




me?  Wilcox thinks we're headed in 
that direction. 
"Those little
 girls over there can 
do almost everything," she
 said 
"All they have to 
do is keep con 
ditioning and working 
to
 perfection. 
They have the skills, and it 
just 
depends upon how 
long
 it takes to 
perfect
 them." 
Wilcox will be 21  obviously 
way  over the hill  in 1980, but 
maybe by 
then  she'll be receiving 
financial assistance from 
the  U.S. 
program  such as  a Social Security 
check. 
                  
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Coupon
 empires
















































at Son Fernando 









































































































"THE MAGUS" 9:35 
Sun.,  
Mon.  Sept 
24. 25. 26 
"SIDDHARTHA"
 7:30 PLUS' 









STRADA"  7:30 PLUS' 
"NIGHTS
 OF 
CABIRIA"  9:30 
twilight
 









































 Rellano 654 
Meat Burrito 654 
Quesadillo 
454 


















3   
 
 
  0 















































 For Lunch 




Dine in the 




lamps, lush hanging 
























476 S. First 
St. (at Williams),










The Spartan Daily has 




content,  and style. To 











the  state. 
So read 
The 







30 S FIRST STREET
 













Prime  Rib, Steak, Pork, 



















































































































































In the past three 
years 
at SJSU, three 
things  have 
been 
inevitable - 









In 1974, the Spartans have 
won all three games by a 
combined 





however, has heard 






 opened the 
season 
against a 
team they had 
. defeated 45-10 the year 
before.
 Stiles insisted Utah 
State had improved since 
then, and he was right as 
his team fell 22-10. 
Now Stiles









said.  "They 
have a quarterback. Dale 
Bunns, who is a magician 
with his hands 
and has 
quick feet. 
"If he were at UCLA. 
he'd be a contender for All-
American
 
awards,"  he 
added. 




winning streak into the 
game, and Stiles hopes this 
will help 
motivate  the 
team. 
"We haven't lost a 
game in Spartan Stadium 
in three years," he said.
 "If 
I was a player I wouldn't 
want to be on the 
team
 that 
ended that streak." 
Stiles is also pointing to 















State  Oct 
15,  the 
PCAA 
title  will 
most
 likely 





 to these two
 
schools,
 who between 
them  
account for 




the eight year 




the  90 PCAA 
titles 
up
 for grabs 
since 1968. 
SJSU has 











 titles in wrestling
 and 
track, four 
each  in golf and 
tennis, 
three in 































tickets  for 
SJSU students will be 
available until tomorrow 
at 





 tickets for 
$20  
Also, the Ten -Buck 
Club (student
 reserved 
seating on the 50 -yard line 
is available 
for an ad 
ditional $10  once season 
tickets have 


















 as a must 
win for the Spartans,
 he 
doesn't 
expect  to dolt via a 
shutout. 
"We shut them out (20-
0) a 
year ago," he 
said, 
"and  it will be 
tough to 
come 





fense has racked up 
48 
points in 
their two losses 
this 
year, including 17 
points against a San
 Diego 
State squad
 that yielded 















got to be 
able  
to throw the 












 up the 
big play," he said, 
A quarterback
 change 
will not be 





































 come about 
because 
of
 an inability to 
run the ball. He doesn't feel 
the shift of 
standout  guard 
John 
Blake to tight 
end  to 
replace the




















did a fine Job. 










S. 1St St. 
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CAL TJADER 


























































 JIMMY LYONS 
ASSOCIATED 














would  like to get into the Entertainment
 Business 
(B) You
 could use 
on extra 3 hours 
credit
 
(C) You con devote 
10.15
 hours per 








 who perform here at SJSU 
(D) You think you
 
have a good opinion
 as to whom 
your







































classical  artists on 
campus.
 
Develops series concert concepts. Works
 
with 
56000-57000  annually 
Recent  artists 
are Alfred &ends) Carlos Montoya, the 
Eastman Quart.). 




available at the Associated





on defense hurt the 
Spartans against 
Washington last week, and 




"We had four  break-
downs in the
 first half 
against Washington," he 
said. "We gave up a 63 yard 
touchdown run, and we let 
them convert three third. 
and -long situations. 
"If we stop 
two of those 
plays, the touchdown and 
one third -and -long, we'll go 
into the iockerrom 
at 
halftime without being 
scored on." On the 
doubtful list for Fullerton 
are Bernard Justlani, out 
for the season with a knee 
injury, Vic Rakhshani, 
with a bum ankle ,and 
quarterback Paul Catanese 




Beginning  class on 
campus Tuesdays 
7:30 to 11,45 
pm 
9-27 to 11-1. Price S9,
 with 
refund 
after 1st class 
if not 
satisfied. Sign up at A.S. 
Business
























Up's,  pictures, 
posters,  
magazines,









cards stall types, 
majorleague.  
P.C.L.,  
1885-1970,  also 
baseball
 pins, 
photos, publications. 264-5530. 
INTENSIVE
 SEMINAR Sept. 24 & 
25. A 
metaphysical




























from 7 different 
countries  
Priced with the 
student's  budget 
in mind. Come in 
and  browse 
Open  5 days a week, Monday 
thru 





Avenue. San Jose. 
297-0424  








Hot  Dog 




Ski Club members 
are  novices 
or
 beginners, and out of 400 
members, 













you're  hot, that makes 
over 300 

















 altogether, let 






join  the 
rowdiest
 Ski Club around
 And to 
make 
sure  you 
don't
 go ski with 
a bunch












Sept. 10, Vasona picnic Sept. 18, 
Ski 




























European  style,  
yogurt,
 












personal  and 
selective
 



















lines  $1.50 
4 lines 2.00 
lines 2.50 
6 lines 3.00 
September
 22, 











noted as birds of prey, a 
Hock of 
Cardinals picked 
Apart a helpless Spartan 
water 
polo




humbled  SJSU 13-2 in an 
unofficial scrimmage at 
%Neat Valley College 
yesterday, bringing
 the 
Spartans back to earth 
after two consecutive 
wins.  
SJSU's jayvees also 
lost 8-1 after 
two quarters. 
Eight Cardinals scored 
during the runaway
 varsity 
match. All-NCAA pick Rick 
Johannsen opened 
the 
game with a quick 
shot 
during
 a man -up situation. 
Johannsen tallied two gaols 




Junior Eric Bellenfant 
and 
sophomore  Warren 
Schenstrom were 
the only 
Spartan scorers in the 
varsity 
game.  With less 
than three minutes 
left, 
Bellenfant skipped
 one in 
during 






 ball into the 
corner to close the game at 
13-2. 
As lopsided as the 
outcome was, the game 
was close compared to last 
year's 
matchup. Facing 
SJSU in the 
NorCal  
Tournament, the Cardinals 
won a 
laugher 18-0 in the 
Spartan's only shutout last 
season.
 
The next time SJSU 
will face Stanford is Nov.
 12 
in 





 Samuels expects 
that his crew will give a 
better showing in the 
second match, 
"As far as I'm con-
cerned, the rest of this 
season is practice," he 
said. "By the time PCAA 
championships come 
around, 
we should be 
in 
shape





is scheduled for Nov. 18-19 
in Long 
Beach.  
In Wednesday's junior 
varsity game, freshman 
goalie Dan Kline recorded 
six saves in 
two quarters 
However, Kline, who last 
year played at 
Bellarmine  
College  Prep in San Jose, 












































 Sept. 25. 
Bible Study, Worship 
Service,  
Buffet Lunch. Entertainment 
by
 
Phantilay Co. Bus 
Shuttle
 will 
arrive in front of waffle towers 
at 0-40 and leave for church at 
9:00. 
Discover  "A new home 
away 
from  home and  family 
that loves you." 
FLY FOR 
FUN -Low Club Prices 
Airplamettental-Training.  251. 






USA and Third 
world. 











revolution  and much
 more A 
great 
chance  to study 
topics  of 
your 
own choice. No 
prerequisites, the 
professor  has 
studied 
and published about 




 in 0 434, at 
9:30.  
Tuns-Thurs in FOOT 
REFLEXOLOGY
 The therap 
utic foot massage. Improve 
circulation, total relaxation, 
normalize  
all  body 
functions.
 
Classes  starting soon near 




piness and easier living. Sat. 
morning






treatment: Also private treat 




Molly Lynn. Watch 
this
 paper for 
details, or 
write NE H011y Lynn, 
P.O. Box 1040, Felton,
 CA 950t5,
 
WEIGHT LOSS HOTLINE No 
acacia, no fasting, 295 4466 
for info
 on money -back 
program 
that really works. 
YOGA AND MEDITATION classes 
Tues. and Thurs. 7 pm. 330S. 3r0 
st, 
donation 12 29S 4466 
AUTOMOTIVE 
VW PORSCHE SeStviCE 
All
 work 
guaranteed. Tune ups from $24 
including 
parts. Also instruction 











6 cyl., Automatic. 
new 
valve  Mb, A C, 
Excellent  
Cond.
 01150w 1 0. 996 3191 after 
3 pm. 
FOR SALE 
BOOKS, LEVI'S SALE Hard cover 












 all for 9.95 
only. We take items on 
con 
signrnent.




THRIFT, CRAFT and 
RECYCLE.











011000 Phone 246-7700 days, 
733-9777 eves 











































Minimum Three Lines One  Day 
Semester rate (all 
issues)125.00 




























MAXWIN DRUM SET -(Made by 
Pearl:.
 5 ors I yr. old. COM 












witrailer.  Price 
negotiable.  253 2449. 
DRAFTING 









075,9' Sofa S125, 2 
chrs.
 
coffee -end Ibis.. 3 Imps. 












& afternoon. Located 
1.5  miles 
from SJSU. 
Needed  to do 





 flexible hours. 
Salary  plus bonus. Pro




 Program needs 
volunteer
 tubas for high
 school 
students.


















Must be available 
Mon  tore Fri 
between the hours 
of
 2 pm and 7 








Will train. Call Mrs. Spencer. 
2570909.
 




TIME.  TRAINING 
PROVIDED. PHONE 266-1111191. 
MARRIED  COUPLES DO yOU 
enjoy Children & need 
extra 
money. Surrogate









 make your own 
hours,  





needed.  Cash 
everyday.
 Apply In Palen 
Thurs Sun 7 pm am. 640 
Coleman







NEED  2 GAY 




 Summit Rd. 107.50 ea 
On 10 





























THE SJS GAY 
STUDENT
 




















on campus and off.
 You will find 
ATITIres% 
that our














by 10500 50 








 90: Rap 
grates led 
by therapist,



































 9 1,0r at 
ternoons 12.50 4:30. Call 
Zona 
Children's Center, 295 3.5111. 
SHARLENE (Chuck)












DRIVER  to 
Cincinatti
 Ohio. 










































































































 we'll set up a 
time 
convenient 





 or my 
office Let's 
Set together and thve you Defter 










PASSPORT L PHOTO 
SPECIAL:  





JMJ PHOTOGRAPHY. 293 
7000. 
20 Paseo de San Antonio, S1 
(between 
151








Amsterdam.  Frankf 
ort .Rome _Brussels is:eel...Lis 
bon...Hong  Kong .Mexico .Ph 




available. E trail 
Pass.  .Britrail 
Pass...International
 Student 
Identity  card issuance. Youth 

















 tours in 
Europe Student 
Flights to 




 from Europe Travelers 
Insurance Travel Pubticatio 
ns..Car Leasing and 
Fur
 
chasing. Student Tours to 
Israel IL USSR from 
Europe. Contact Roi B. Davis 
at TRIP & TRAVEL 
PLAN 
NING CO (Formerly Campus 
Travel Advisors, 
5055.
 10th St 
at 
William 
St.,  San Jose,
 CA 
95112. (408) 292 1613 
Mon.










new  Tristar Jumbo from 5389 




to April '78' Also low 
cost flights 
from London to 
most  rnaior 




Saratoga Ave . San
 
Jose 95179 









































































DER 01 CASH TO: 

























22,  1977 
Compiled
 from the Associated
 Press 
The White House 
is finding another use 
for 
peanut 
butter   as bait for mouse traps. 
President Carter has the 
go-ahead  from the 
Humane Society of the United 
States  to kill the mice 
inhabiting the presidential offices
 as quickly as 
possible.
 
In the press 
center regular 
spring -loaded traps 
are still 
used but the 
bait  is a bit 
different









Neither Jimmy nor Billy Carter 
put  them up to 
it. It's simply a 













is involved,  
the task becomes 
impossible
 





devices  that trap
 rather than 




Carter's  private 
office 
because, 








Herman, spokesman for the 
national society, said. "We stay away from rodents 
Essentially, we're for the 
quickest kill possible 
We're  against 
cruelty."  
Besides the new 
bait  in the press center,
 more 







 rodent warfare 
are periodically in  
recent  White House history. 
being used around the
 White House. 
Animal 












 up his 















was  to 
trap
 one of 
the birds,








the  trees 
on the 
grounds 



















the  local society was 














has  been 
devised
  a 
Oiled Carter or 





































he have enough problems?" 
avoided,  
and chase 
away  the 
birds.
 
In Press Secretary Jody 
Powell's  office, the 
trap of choice is a long 
narrow box, open at both 
ends, called a 
Mouse  Tracking 
Station.  It contains a 
green  
powder
 that Powell 
and  his co-workers
 are 
cautioned  right 



























 on Baltic 




 from the 
former 
director  of 









willed  his 
rare 
collection  of 
books  on 
Baltic

























as fast as 
it used to be. 
If speeders 
in California notice
 that flashing red 
lights 
of patrol
 cars get 
dimmer
 and dimmer
 in rear-view 






powerful  black -and
-white Dodges 
of
 the 19608 
were
 capable of speeds
 approaching 150 




 been reduced 
in recent 
years, and
 will drop again,
 to 100 mph, for 
1,500 cars the 
CHP 
will buy this fall for 
about $13 million. 
Cars are 
slower  because 
manufacturers
 are building 
them 
smaller,  and with smaller 
engines, as part of the 
government -mandated
 fuel economy 
movement.
 
CHP officials told  The
 Sacramento Union the 
requirements were being lowered 
again  this year to allow 
the widest possible range of manufacturers 
to bid, and 





 of CHP fleet operations, said 
he reduced specifications allow Chevrolet to enter a bid 
this year.
 
"We think we've allowed
 everybody who's interested 
to bid," Grow said. "It deliberately brings in Chevrolet." 
Actually, the CHP now uses 
an acceleration 
requirement instead of a top speed. The 115 mph 
requirement was dropped in 1976 after a Chevrolet dealer 




 tin. da3, 
in: 




















decision, saying that 
"people 
would  have been 
killed and Spartan Stadium 
would have burned" if the 
game had been played 
1969:
   
  Advance 
registration by computer 













































Over as acting president. 
The Seventh Street parking 
garage was opened to 
anyone willing to pay a 
quarter to park. 
Previously, the garage had 
been open to students
 and 
faculty with semester 
parking permits only. 
After 
Berthold  died Sept. 18, 
1976,  his widow im-
mediately contacted Dr. 
Edgar Anderson, an SJSU 
history professor,
 who is also Latvian by birth,
 and of-
fered him the volume of books. 
Anderson consulted the 
SJSU library directors and 
later
 accepted the bequeath. 
The books were 
written
 in seven different languages 
English, 
Russian,  German. French, Finnish, 
Swidish  and 
Latvian, 
according
 to Anderson. 
Latvian is a dying language, and no other library 
in 
this country possesses literature in Latvian, Anderson 
said.  
The oldest copy in the collection was written in 1791; 
and about 20 or 30 or them in the 19th century, 
according  to 
Robert Lauritzen. collection coordinator of the SJSU 
library.
 
Subjects covered by the books are history, culture and 
linguistic studies of Baltic states and some European 
countries around the Baltic Sea including Russia, 
Finland, Estonia, 
Latvia  and Lithuania. 
The books arrived in SJSU the winter of 1976 from 
Texas, according to Robert Lauritzen, but they are still in 
the process  of being 
identified.  
Lauritzen is expecting to turn the books into the 
cataloguing department sometime this fall. However. the 





A two -session job -
finding 
workshop  spon-
sored by the SJSU Human 
Resource Administration 




Assocaition will be held on 
October 15 and 22. 
The 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
sessions will
 explore 
methods of writing 
resumes and application 
letters, employment in-
terviewing and career 
planning.  
Conducting  the 
sessions  in the School of 
Business Faculty Lounge 
will be Thomas Briley,
 
ETC Business Services, 
Palo Alto, and Dis 
Wilkins,  
ABDO and Associates. 
Sunnyvale. as 
































































































































































































1. to provide essential 
course 
information  
2. to reinforce class
 
lectures 




























Ask for a free 
copy of "How to Get 










This semester is the right time to get a TI 
calculator tailored
 to 
the work you're doing. 
85995* 

































CM. DO DE 














Marketing.  Education. 
Social Sciences.
 Life Sciences,  
Health.  
Statistics




































illustrations  show 
how 























































































professionals  face every 
day. Take 
internal














The  MBA handles 
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